Gough buckets are designed to handle the tough AND sanitary applications. With several bucket sizes available, product throughputs can be handled gently without spillage. A variety of bucket materials provide the right bucket for the right application.

Buckets overlap at infeed to prevent spillage and system contamination.

Buckets can be engineered to do a terminal end tip or single or multiple selective tipping (i.e. 360°) while still returning to infeed in the upright position.
Technical Description

Bucket sizes available from 9” to 48” wide. Capacities range from 0 to 2500 ft³/hr.

Buckets are available in stainless steel, carbon steel, and plastic. Custom designs and materials are also available.

Buckets utilize heavy-duty trunnion design and pivot pins, extending component life.

Bucket components are replaceable to reduce maintenance costs.

Tough, Gentle, Clean